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without any assumptions as to the nature of the underlying
biological phenomena.   Perhaps the day will dawn when the
biologist, and maybe even the physiologist also, will shake
hands with the psychologist at the point where those tunnels
meet that each is digging through the mountain of the
unknown.   But that time has not yet come.   In the mean-
time, we should learn to become a little more modest in the
face of psychological facts;   instead of knowing exactly
that certain things are ' nothing but' sexuality, or ' nothing
but' will to power, we should take them more on their
face value.   Take, for instance, a religious experience.   Can
science be sure that there is no such thing as a religious
instinct ?     Can   we   safely   assume   that   the   religious
phenomenon is always a secondary function, based upon the
repression of sex ?    Can anyone show us those ' normal'
peoples or races which are free from such a foolish repression.
But if it should chance that no one is able to point to that race,
or at least to those tribes among whom religious phenomena
are entirely absent, then I really do not know whence one
derives a justification for the assumption that the religious
phenomenon is ' nothing but' a repression of sex ?   And,
moreover, has not history provided us with plenty of instances
in which sex is even an integral part of the religious
experience ?   So is it with art, which ,alsO' is attributed to
sexual repression,  although even animals have   aesthetic
and artistic instincts.    This ridiculous and almost patho-
logical exaggeration of the importance of sex is in itself
a symptom of a contemporaneous mental disturbance, which
chiefly consists in the fact that our time has not a correct
appreciation of sex.   But whenever an important instinct
has been undervalued, an abnormal over-valuation is bojmd
to follow,   And the more the undervaluation has been
unjust, the more the subsequent over-valuation will be
unsound.   As a matter of fact, no moral condemnation*
could make sex seem so repulsive and disgusting as the
obscenity and blindfold stupidity of the Freudian literature.

